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Ingenieurbüro Blumberg   

FLOATING INSTALLATIONS 

We offer FLOATING HOMES and different other installations on water on 
FLOATING TIMBER PONTOONSA) with FLOATING ISLANDSB) and  
FLOATING CONSTRUCTED WETLANDSC)  for wastewater treatment and 
FLOATING WETLAND ROOFSD) for cooling and greywater recycling… 

… at the highest ecological standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LISI House of Technical University Vienna, based on five PAOLO cross-laminated 
TIMBER PONTOONS (200 m² platform), winner of Solar Decathlon 2013 (Team 
Austria)  (www.solardecathlon.at), with top level performance concerning 
sustainability and multiple other criteria. 
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FIELDS OF POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 

• FLOATING homes, restaurants & cafés, marinas  
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• FLOATING hotels, companies (e.g. offshore oil industry), desalination projects, food 
production, nurseries 
 

 

 
• FLOATING solar gardens.  
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• CSP (Concentrated solar power) Solarsystem on Paolo Timber Pontoons. 
 

 

 

• Energy is produced either by windmills or by a photovoltaic system; we call it "the turtle 
design". 
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 FLOATING HOMES  

 

 

 
• THE WORLDCHAMPION-LISI is the winner of the international competition Solar 

Decathlon 2013 in Irvine, California, and was named the best solar house in the world. 

• LISI stands for „Living Inspired by Sustainable Innovation“ and is the house of the future. 
This interdisciplinary project was developed and implemented by a team of 172 
participants consisting of students, professionals and companies. 

• Through the interaction of a modular lightweight construction, ecological materials and 
renewable energy, LISI produces a high - quality, sustainable living space that can be 
adapted to different user needs and locations. LISI provides a healthy, comfortable and 
pleasant environment for its residents and also generates enough energy to meet the 
daily needs of her residents. 

• 96 percent of LISI is wood. Furthermore, nine different local species of wood were used. 
The house is designed so that all parts of the tree are used, creating a deliberate handling 
of raw materials–solid timber for construction and finishes, bark as a surface material in 
the interior as well as sawdust for furniture in the living room. 

• A central living area can be extended fully into the flanking courtyards to the north and 
south making LISI unique. When opened, the large sliding glass doors in the north and 
south of the room fully disappear in the adjacent wall. On a relatively small surface area 
of 64 square meters (689 sqft),the living area can be expanded outwards to two times its 
size. 
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As a final destination the LISI House has been transferred to a lake in Vienna ('Blaue Lagune') 
based on Paolo Timber Pontoons.  
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A) PAOLO PONTOON SYSTEM OF MARITIM VISION 

 

 

The FLOATING TIMBER PONTOON SYSTEM ( www.maritimvision.com) is made of cross-
laminated timber, certified for piers, footbridges and other floating platforms, made by 
the Austrian company Hasslacher Norica Timber.  A single pontoon is 13 m long and 2,5 
m wide with a weight of 3,5 tons and a loading capacity of 15 ton. It is divided by several 
watertight transverse bulkheads.  The buoyancy force of this recycable material is 500 
kg/m² (4,9 kN/m²). 

 

LISI House of Technical University Wien (2014) based on PAOLO PONTOONS 
(www.solardecathlon.at) 

Pontoons with transverse bulkheads 
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Paolo Timber Pontoons (13m * 2,5m * 0,95m), Design by: Maritim Vision DI. Paul Schöpf Marine 
Architect 
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It is protected against water, seawater, acids, uv-radiation etc. with a special coating , 
which is approved by CE-certification.  
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B) FLOATING ISLANDS 

Floating Homes and other installations could also be surrounded by FLOATING ISLANDS 
as been realized by Rhizotech (www.rhizotech.de/)  2014 in the center of the German 
City of Hamburg for seven floating homes. 

 

 

Floating 
islands 

Floating 
islands 
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at a floating multipurpose platform 

FLOATING ISLANDS, precultivated in Rhizotech 
nursery 

Telefax: 05593-937765  
engineers.com 

 

, precultivated in Rhizotech 
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C) FLOATING CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS 

FLOATING TREATMENT WETLANDS and/or FLOATING ISLANDS for 
polluted river water. 

 

FLOATING TREATMENT WETLANDS for polluted lake water. 
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Floating Homes in combination with a FLOATING NATURAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

SYSTEM as realized by RietLand bvba (www.rietland.com/) in the center of the Belgian 
city of Antwerpen in 2013 

 

 

 FLOATING CONSTRUCTED WETLAND for domestic wastewater treatment of a restaurant ship with 
an integrated swimming pool…. after one year of operation  

FLOATING CONSTRUCTED WETLAND after completion of construction  
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D) FLOATING WETLAND ROOFS 

THE PAOLO TIMBER PONTOON with an aerated vertical subsurface flow constructed wetland for 
wastewater treatment. View on the bottom of the hull with aeration and drainage pipes, not filled 
up with filter substrates  ( in total 100m² FLOATING CONSTRUCTED WETLAND, treating 30 m³ of 
domestic wastewater or 40m³ polluted lake or river water per day). 

Layout plan for the FLOATING PAOLO TIMBER PONTOON with an aerated vertical subsurface 
flow constructed wetland for wastewater treatment 
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The floating installations could be covered by a Rhizotech FLOATING 

WETLAND ROOF LINK3  for cooling, combined with rainwater harvesting and 
greywater treatment. 

 

 

 

 

Irrigated WETLAND ROOF  

Structure and principle of a WETLAND ROOF 
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CONFIGURATION OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

  

 

  

 

Cross-laminated TIMBER PONTOONS (at coating) at Hasslacher Norica Timber 
company 

Pontoons before erecting Lisi House 
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 INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT 

The modular concept fits to a sea container (pontoon size 12 m x 2,35 m x 1,90 m) . 

 

SEALING 

The coating of the pontoons is resistant to water, wastewater and seawater.  
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT PARTNERS OF THE FLOATING 
INSTALLATIONS CONSORTIUM: 

 
Dipl.Ing. Paul Schöpf 
www.maritimvision.com 
 
Hasslacher Norica Timber  
www.hasslacher.at 
 
Gale Force Windkraft GmbH 
Vertical Axis Wind Turbines 
www.galeforce.eu 
 
Ingenieurbüro Blumberg 
www.blumberg-engineers.de 
 
RietLand bvba 
www.rietland.com 
 
Rhizotech 
www.rhizotech.de 
 
Commander Communication GmbH 
www.comm-comm.de 
 

CONTACT 

 

Michael Blumberg: contact@blumberg-engineers.de 

www.blumberg-engineers.de 

www.rhizotech.com 

www.constructed-wetlands.com 

www.constructed-wetlands.de 

 

Paul Schöpf: brandtod@gmx.net 

 

Claus Colling: info@galeforce.eu 

www.galeforce.eu 
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FAQ'S 

A) PAOLO TIMBER PONTOONS 

1) How are the transverse bulkheads fixed to the hall? 

- They are watertight fixed by an adhesive protective mass (glue) and through 
screw connections. 

 

2) Is the lamination of the pontoons fireproofed? 

- Yes, it is. 

 

3) If one of the single pontoons is damaged, e.g. by an accident, how to change it? 

- It can be replaced by air tubes (air cushions), which are hydraulically lifted up. 

 

4) How is your platform (pontoons) being classified?  

- It is a boat without motor. 
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B) FLOATING ISLANDS 

1) What are floating islands used for? 

- We use them since 1995 in our projects as :  

• Nesting and refuge area for waterfowl and wastewater treatment by submerged 
(microbiological active) biofilms 

• Odour control and bacterial metabolism of high strength silage effluent 
• Filterponds covered with floating islands for sedimentation of secondary sewage 

sludge from trickling filters  
• Filterponds covered with floating islands for sedimentation of secondary sewage 

sludge from rotating biological contactors 
• Floating islands for tertiary treatment of activated sludge treatment systems 
• Floating islands as barrier for oil and floating rubbish at wastewater lagoon 

systems 
• Floating islands at different stormwater treatment wetlands 
• Floating islands for high strength (COD > 10.000 mg/l) industrial wastewater 

treatment in tropical countries, as fish breeding habitat and for odour control 
• Sedimentation ponds with floating islands for polluted effluent of the 

construction material recycling industry 

 

2) What kind of material do you use to provide the buoyancy of the islands? 

- In most applications we use a special textile plant carrier as a platform structure 
to support the buoyancy of the wetland plants (helophytes).  
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3) How do floating islands "work" on the water? 

- The plant roots growing in the water take up nutrients and provide large surfaces on 
their root and rhizome mats for active biofilms (microbes improving water quality). By 
shading the water surface floating root mats suppress the proliferation of algae. Floating 
rafts provide wildlife habitats for waterfowl above the water surface and breeding areas 
for young fishes in the root network below. 
We use floating islands (floating rafts) in our treatment wetland projects for the removal 
of pollutants in water bodies  and for different other purposes alongside with 
constructed wetlands for nearly 25 years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) Are these floating islands precultivated in a nursery?  

- Yes, they are precultivated for one or two years in our nursery near Göttingen. 
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C) FLOATING CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS 
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1) Which pollutant and hydraulic load can be used for your aerated floating 
constructed wetlands? 

- Up to 60g BOD5 per m² and day with a hydraulic loading of about                       
300-400 l/m²x d depending on the organic load of the water to be treated 
(domestic sewage, greywater, river or lake water) 

 

2) What is the total weight of the water saturated filter substrates including the 
biomass of marsh plants per m³ ? 

- The total weight is 1.050 kg/m³ based on a filter depth of 1.1 m . 

 

3) If 5 Paolo Timber pontoons are combined for a floating constructed wetland, 
you indicate an effective filter surface of the artificial wetland of 100 m². How 
much wastewater per day can be treated by such a unit of floating constructed 
wetlands? 

- Ca. 30 - 40 m³/d, depending on the influent pollutant load.  

 

4) Which cost should be calculated for such a floating constructed wetland of 100 
m² size, without pontoons? 

- As rough cost estimate calculate a prize of about 50.000 € 

 

5) Is there any smell nuisance? 

- The treatment process in the upper layers is an aerobic process. Oxygen is 
supplied by the reed plants through their aerenchyma tissues. Noxious smells  are 
only created by anaerobic processes, therefore smells are absent near the reed 
beds. 

 

6) What about mosquitoes? 

- In contrast to water lagoons, reed beds do not have constant open water areas. 
Therefore mosquitoes are unable to breed. Other insects (e.g. flies) are reduced 
by the high biodiversity of the system (predators). 

  

 

7) Are their nuisances by rats? 
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- Rats do not find any food in the pretreated or totally shredded sewage which is 
fed into the reed beds (depending on the design). Therefore they are not 
attracted by the wetland searching for food. 

But as any other plantation reed beds can give shelter for birds and small 
mammals, including rats. But because  the filter bed is charged with water several 
times a day, and there is always water close to the surface,  rats and mice are 
expelled. Rabbits cannot burrow in the reed bed subsoil. Any infestations for 
small mammals can be controlled in the usual way for plantation areas in urban 
landscaping. 

 

8) Is a pretreatment of sewage required? 

- That depends on the design; there are reed bed systems which require a pre-
treatment in form of a screen, septic tank or even an aerobic biological process 
(SBR, trickling filter, fixed bed reactor).  But there are also systems which can be 
charged with raw sewage. These systems have a special reed bed filtration stage 
(stage A) which removes and converts the suspended solids prior to a second 
biological reed bed treatment stage. Which reed bed technology should be chosen 
depends on the specific project needs and client wishes. 

 

9)  How to treat the sewage sludge? 

- If a reed bed system with a pre-treatment in the form of sedimentation is 
chosen, the accumulated sludge in the sedimentation stage can either be 
discharged by tankers or converted into humus in a special sludge composting 
reed bed. The produced volume of sewage sludge, if any, depending on the chosen 
reed bed system, is always less than in any other conventional sewage treatment 
plant. 

In a raw sewage reed bed (stage A) the mineralized sludge in the first filtration 
stage should  be removed after 15 – 20 years depending on the design. 

 

10) Must the reed plants be harvested? 

- No, but for visual appearance the plants can be mowed at the banks of the 
system. However, if required the plants can frequently be harvested (up to 2 
times per year) and used as biomass for burning, biogas production or eco-
friendly construction materials,  without any negative effects on the treatment 
process. 

 

11) Can other plants be used? 
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- Because of its physiology,  Phragmites australis (common reed) is the best 
marsh plant for reed beds. But there are several other native wetland  plants, 
which can be used in constructed wetlands, including species of Typha, Cyperus 
and Schoenoplectus (=Scirpus). These other species are also effective in 
processing the wastewater, but less effective than Phragmites in removing heavy 
metals, organic pollutants and higher levels of phosphates. We propose to use 
these other native plants as well in the system to increase the biodiversity of the 
site with respect to nature conservation goals.  

 

12) Must the plants be replanted? 

- No, once the marsh plants are established they will regenerate each year for 
decades. 

 

13)What are the area requirements of artificial wetlands for wastewater 
treatment? 

- About 2 to 5 m² per person, 5 -25 m² per m³,if artificially aerated less than 
1m²/person equivalent. 

 

14) Do reed plants match with the local flora and fauna? 

- Yes, Phragmites australis and most of the other useful helophytes are 
cosmopolitan plants. Wherever brackish or freshwater moisturize the soil or is 
appearing at the surface (wadis, oasis, sewage and irrigation water spills), reeds 
will grow naturally. Reed plants could also be used to link fresh water wetlands 
with salt water wetlands including sabkhas, mangroves and salt marshes.   (sea 
grasses are under  seawater!!) 

 

 

15) What effect has the local temperature on the system? 

- The higher the better, in contrast to technical sewage treatment plants, the reed 
bed technology has its optimum performance in hot climates as the physiology of 
Phragmites and other marsh plants are boosted to photosynthesis operating at 
these temperatures.  

 

16) Is water  ”lost” by the reed plants? 
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- Water is not lost, as it is used to create greenery with the reed plants. If the reed 
bed is integrated into the landscaping, it often replaces dry areas, which would 
otherwise consume water for irrigation. Water is removed from the system by 
transpiration, a process by which the plant loses water through its stomata 
(breathing pores). Under arid climatic conditions and during hot summer days in 
under moderate climates these pores are closed by terrestrial plants to reduce 
transpiration.  Marsh plants however are lacking this regulation and the total 
water loss of evaporation and transpiration maybe up to 10 mm/d (= 10 l /m² x 
d). 

 

17) Do the system needs a constant inflow of sewage? 

- No, only during establishment is  it  important to have a constant inflow to 
prevent the young plants from drying out (the first half year after planting).  

 

18) Will the reed plants invade other landscaping areas? 

- There is no danger of seeds from  reed plants establishing in nearby areas, 
unless there is regular inundation by water. Precautions can be taken against the 
spread of the root system of the established reed stock in a reed bed, but this is 
already done by the PVC or HDPE liner, which divides the root system from the 
surrounding soils. Only horizontally growing  arial shoots can invade surrounding 
areas, but will survive only under wet soil conditions. They can easily be cut and 
removed during gardening and maintenance.  

 

19) What is the life time of the system? 

- As the reed stock is a regenerating system and the sewage solids will be 
decomposed by microorganisms, there is nearly no sludge accumulation in the 
system. The lifetime expectancy is at least 40 years. The first large scale 
constructed wetland in Germany (5.000 person equivalents) is now running since 
1974 in the municipality at Liebenburg-Othfresen.  The only mechanical part of 
the system is a pumping station, which is assumed to have  a lifespan of at least 7-
10 years.   

 

20) What operation and maintenance is required? 

- Depending on the size of the system a weekly visual check and a monthly 
trimming of the reed shoots is enough.  

D) FLOATING WETLAND ROOFS 
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1a) How is the cooling effect in the rooms and the wetland roof achieved?  

-  At high temperatures and a high water-vapor deficit of the air, terrestrial plants 
close their breathing pores (stomata) and thereby reduce transpiration.  This 
mechanism is not necessary for marsh plants (helophytes), because they live 
regularly at water saturated soils. Their transpiration, which goes up to 30 l /m² 
x d in a reed ecosystem, results in a high evaporation-based cooling.    

 

1b) How high is the temperature set back ? 

-  ca. 8° - 10 ° C . It makes a big difference, if you have to work or sleep at 20 °C or 
28°C. 

 

2) What are the criteria for plant selection? 

- The coefficient of leaf area should be as high as possible to initiate a high 
evaporative cooling effect (evapotranspiration). Therefore we plant as main 
constituents of  our plant selection species from the genera Carex ssp. and Juncus 
ssp.  Aquatic macrophytes like Phragmites, Typha and Glyceria are very seldom 
used, although they would maximize the cooling effect by evapotranspiration by 
their  large aboveground biomass. Because of their height of 1.5 m - 3 m they are 
prone to windthrow on a rooftop. For aesthetical reasons we also add attractive 
flowering marsh plants like Caltha ssp., Iris ssp., Lythrum ssp., Mimulus ssp., 
Valeriana ssp., Mentha ssp. and others, depending on which continent the 
construction site is situated. Thus they are also a valuable food source for 
butterflies, wild bees and bumblebees. 

  

3) How much is the static load onto the roof? 

- Its about 20 - 25 kg/m², that is much less than for most of the other green roof 
types. We use no substrates like sand, gravel and soil; only the water storing 
textile mats and the plants generate the roof load.   

 

4) How it is the supply with nutrients achieved? 

 - By dry deposition from the air and by application of liquid nutrients into the 
cistern from time to time. If the origin of the irrigation water of the wetland roof 
is polluted rainwater, greywater or industrial wastewater, it serves as nutrient 
source.  
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5) How does your irrigated wetland roof survives under occasionally periods 
without any precipitation in summer, so that the rainwater cistern gets dry and is 
not replenished on time? 

 - For such situations an emergency supply of drinking water or greywater into 
the cistern should be provided in the construction design. 

 

6)Where is your cistern  situated in your floating treatment wetlands?  

- It is integrated into one of the Paolo Timber pontoons. 

 

7) What kind of maintenance for the system is needed? 

- Maintenance requirements are generally low. If the irrigation computer or the 
pump fails this will be signaled by an optical or acoustic alarm. It may happen 
that tree seeds were dispersed by the wind onto the rooftop. They should be 
eliminated (once in three years), because the insulation liners are not resistant to 
tree roots. It is not necessary to mow the marsh plants on the plant carrier 
vegetation mat. 

Rubbish like leaves should be displaced from the filters (sieves) of the cistern (at 
least four times a year). If the marsh plants on the rooftop are getting yellow 
colored, the irrigation water should be fertilized (N-P-K), normally one to two 
times a year. 

 

8)What are the cost of an irrigated wetland roof? 

- You should calculate roughly using the figure 50-60€/m², depending on the 
features and the type of roof (flat- or sloping roof). 

 

9) What is the vision of such a wetland roof? 

- Today more than 50% of the world population is living in overheated urban and 
suburban areas. This number is constantly increasing. Instead of some small scale 
pilot projects, we have the aspiration towards a mass use of green roofs, so that 
they get relevant for the urban climate. In megacities like Mexico-City, Shanghai, 
Singapur, Neu-Dehli, Ho-Chi-Minh-City etc. only the huge areas of the roofs are 
available for greenery. We try to convince local city administrations to enforce 
laws for obligatory green roof covers for at least 50% of the buildings.  

  

10) Did you publish with respect to wetland roofs? 
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-  Yes, there are some papers on our homepages (http://blumberg-
engineers.com/en/22/wetland-roofs ;http://blumberg-
engineers.com/de/62/publikationen), but see also the following publications: 

Blumberg, M. (2010): Sumpfpflanzendächer, eine besonders vielseitige 
innovative Variante der Dachbegrünung, in GWF Wasser Abwasser, 151. Jahrgang 
/ Heft 6, Essen, S. 568-571. 

Blumberg, M. (2011): Sumpfpflanzendächer als Variante der Dachbegrünung, in 
GWF Praxiswissen, Band 1, Regenwasserbewirtschaftung , ISBN 978-3-8356-
3257-8. 

 

11) Is there any research and development concerning this topic? 

-Yes, since this year (2014) we started laboratory trials together with the 
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research in Leipzig to test the efficiency of 
irrigated wetland roofs for wastewater treatment.  

 

 


